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the loyal followers of both local clubs, by

means that you are going to be disappointed.

bidders when major league managers are at

figures that the best way of ruining a prom

draft his men and pay the draft price. Said

Collins, on my ball club. Take Barry and

were, stung and he doesn't hesitate to admit

of ball players has undergone

Wagner brothers, represented the Washington
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first sack. He is far from a well man,

teams in goodly fashion. It is still a crippled
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"Suffolk" of the Western trip ends and on Saturday next they

at the Cubs, but again was he hit hard in

spots, the Cubs landing the game, 7-4, on
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In general and son Fred in particular. Luderus, pere.
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Local Jottings.
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with pleasing regularity. The averages
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of this, and all other umpire troubles, Presi

President Lynch a Local Visitor.
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The Great Sport of the White Sox and the Principal Causes Thereof— Pennant

Hopes Now Revived—The Cubs Battling

on Foreign Soil Against Various Misfortunes—Local News and Copsus.

By Richard G. Tebbel.

A SUFFOCATING SPIRIT that has withered and withered, but has made a great burst with the South Side fans, and

most expected in the entire Western trip. The

Philadelphia Phillies are the only team in the West that	

in the trade.

is a good gamble that Doolan will not flurg*

There undoubtedly is a deal on with either

renewed umpire troubles, which have served to

and between Presidents Figue and

the floods of academic discussion of the vexations

and loopholes unique to the Athletics four straight games.
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